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Twenty-third Sunday after Pentecost: Proper 28—Year C 
Isaiah 65:17-25  
Canticle 9: The First Song of Isaiah: Isaiah 12:2-6 
2 Thessalonians 3:6-13 
Luke 21:5-19 
 
Does anybody else find these lessons confusing today? 
 
We’ve got a passage from Isaiah where God is speaking about creating a new heavens and a new earth; 
a space where former things aren’t remembered, where they don’t come to mind, but where the focus 
is on what God is creating, and this creating elicits joy and gladness and delight, both for God and for 
God’s people. God is deeply aware that it’s been a hard season for the people of God, but in this new 
creation, people live full, fruitful, and long lives; they get to inhabit what they build, eat what they 
plant, and enjoy the work of their hands. The situation where they do all the work but don’t get to 
enjoy any of the fruits—those days are gone; they shall no longer labor in vain. Blessings will roll 
down through the generations. Predatory behavior will cease; enemies will feed together; and all 
the ways we hurt and destroy—these will stop. 
 
What a vision! The world that Isaiah inhabits is a hard one—it’s messed up; it’s full of injustice; it’s full 
of despair and hopelessness—and into that hard-edged world comes this vision of a world that is creative 
and lifegiving and just and full of hope. 
 
Hold that thought. 
 
Then we come to Luke 21. Here, people are speaking glowingly about the temple and admiring how 
beautifully adorned it is. They are quite pleased with their place of worship, and they support it with 
their offerings. They ask Jesus lots of questions—maybe some try to trip him up, but let’s give his 
questioners the benefit of the doubt and assume that many really do desire to learn from him—these are 
folks trying to live right. And, at least on this day, life is pretty good—they worship in a beautiful space 
and dedicate their gifts to God. 
 
And Jesus completely rains on their parade. Maybe he woke up on the wrong side of the bed; maybe he 
was hangry; maybe he was just fed up with all the trick questions from the chapter before—but whatever 
was driving him, it’s pretty clear that he’s in a pretty dark place and paints a pretty apocalyptic 
picture. Upon hearing these people go on and on about how beautiful the temple is, he says, “As for these 
things that you see, the days will come when not one stone will be left upon another; all will be 
thrown down.” Well, that’s a conversation stopper. Awkward. 
 
Oh, but it gets better. Those listening want to know when this will be and how they will know that 
this is about to go down. 
 
And that sends Jesus into a full-on rant: “Beware”—any time Jesus starts with “beware” you know this 
isn’t going to go well—“Beware that you don’t get led astray; for people, many in fact, are going to 
come in my name and say, ‘I am he!’ and ‘The time is near!’ Don’t go after them. 
 
And you’re going to hear of wars and insurrections—when you hear of them, don’t be terrified; 
these things have to take place first; but the end won’t follow immediately.” 
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And just as we’re taking in that piece of news, he takes us darker: “Nation will rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom; and there’s going to be great earthquakes and famines and plagues and 
things that strike terror and great signs from heaven.”  
 
Oof. 
 
Jesus continues, “But before all this occurs, they’re gonna arrest you and persecute you; they’re 
gonna hand you over to synagogues and prisons; you’re gonna be brought before kings and 
governors because of my name.” And in Jesus’ mind, this is a good thing because he continues, “This 
will give you an opportunity to testify. So make up your minds not to prepare your defense in 
advance; for I will give you words and a wisdom that none of your opponents will be able to 
withstand or contradict.” And then he speaks of how messed up our closest interpersonal relationships 
are gonna get: “You will be betrayed even by parents and brothers, by relatives and friends; and 
they will put some of you to death. You will be hated by all because of my name.”  
 
Oh my. What has gotten into Jesus? 
 
Now we Episcopalians, we don’t hold to a literal reading of the text, except sometimes we do—there’s lots 
of times that we take Jesus exactly at his word, like the command to love God and love our neighbor as 
ourselves, and his teachings on non-violence, and a whole lot of that Sermon on the Mount stuff, and so 
many of the ways he teaches us to care for those on the margins. But when it comes to this apocalyptic, 
end times stuff, we start scrambling hard to explain it away and dismiss it out of hand, or we just don’t 
even deal with it. 
 
But look honestly at our world—this picture that Jesus paints is pretty hard to dismiss. My goodness, I 
was shopping in the Mast Store down in Valle Crucis last Sunday after church. I was just trying to find a 
pair of shoes, and yes, I was in my collar. An older man approached me, and he asked if I was in the trade, 
pointing to my collar, I said, “Yes.” He first quizzed me on how it was that the sabbath moved from 
Saturday to Sunday—“Who was responsible for that?” he wanted to know—he thought the Catholics 
were to blame for that. I didn’t have a satisfactory answer, but tried to agree with him that what was 
important was keeping the sabbath, which I explained I actually don’t do on Saturday or Sunday, but try 
to do on Monday. He moved on from there to speak of all the signs of the end times, and how he was 
glad he wasn’t going to be living long given what’s happening. I didn’t really want to tease out a theology 
of end times; I just wanted to look for shoes. But my encounter with this man has stayed with me. 
 
People trying to lead people astray. Wars. Insurrections. Nation against nation. Earthquakes, 
famines, plagues—we might add catastrophic storms, tornadoes, wildfires, hurricanes, and floods. 
Arrests and persecutions, for one’s faith, for one’s courage to speak truth to power—ask the women 
and students in Iran about that for whom protesting is now punishable by the death penalty or those 
in Afghanistan or people anywhere that challenge the status quo that would deny their human 
dignity. And betrayals from the people closest to us—it’s not hard to imagine a society where we are 
so afraid of one another—we currently have citizens going after other citizens on all kinds of fronts. Tell 
me what I am missing here, but the dark picture Jesus paints feels in play just about now. 
 
So, where Isaiah paints a picture of hope for people who are living in darkness, Jesus is trying to 
shake up the people who think things are pretty daggone good and beautiful by painting a vision 
that’s pretty dark. How do we reconcile these two pictures, these two approaches when both are from 
God? Which is right? 
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And that is the trick question. 
 
What if they’re both right? What would it look like to take both visions seriously, to take God at God’s 
word in Isaiah, and to take Jesus at his word in Luke? 
 
What if Isaiah is trying infuse us with hope and possibility in a world that is a mess? What if Jesus is 
trying to shake us out of self-satisfied complacency in a world that is quickly crumbling all around 
us for anyone with eyes to see? And then, the question is what is ours to do in such a world? And here, 
Jesus gets really concrete: 

• In tumultuous times, lots of voices what to lead you in a whole of directions, don’t run after 
them. 

• Don’t spend a lot of time worrying how to defend yourself; I will give you words, and I will 
give you a wisdom that is more powerful than whatever is coming at you. 

 
And in the last line of this rant, Jesus says this: “But not a hair of your head will perish. By your 
endurance you will gain your souls.” That needs some unpacking. The word for “perish” also means 
“lost”—“not a hair on your head will be lost; no matter what happens, in the big, big, big picture, 
you are not, and will not be, lost.”  
 
And the word for “endurance” comes from the root “to remain, to abide, to not recede or flee,” and the 
word for “soul” also means “life.” This echoes back to that hard counsel Jesus gives about you gotta 
“lose your life to preserve it.” But here, the losing takes on a particular shape—by remaining, by staying, 
by abiding, by not pulling back or running away, we gain our life; we fall into the life that is bigger 
than all that is crumbling down, a life where we cannot be lost, ever. 
 
I don’t think Jesus is opposed to places of worship that are full of beauty; I think Jesus is trying to 
dismantle any sense that we can escape out of this world into a beautiful space of complacency while 
the world is full of suffering and tumult. Jesus is inviting us into the tumult. He’s not out to blow up 
the world in some final apocalyptic explosion; that’s not who Jesus is or how he works. He’s giving us 
a roadmap for how to stand still, hold fast, remain and abide with him; he’s given us a roadmap for 
how to trust in deep, deep ways that we’ll have the wisdom we need to traverse these times, and that 
we’ll have the words to speak as we need them, words that hold ever before our eyes, and the eyes 
of the world, the world that God is creating, all evidence to the contrary.  
 
We don’t need to pit these visions from Isaiah and Jesus against each other and declare one the 
winner—we desperately need them both. 
 
The world as we know it may be ending, but that is never the end of the story; God is always bringing 
a new creation into being, and sometimes the most radical thing we can do in the middle of that hard, 
bloody, painful birthing process is stand still, hold fast, stay put, and sink our roots deep into Jesus, 
trusting his wisdom, trusting that we will know what to do and how to speak of good news in a world 
that is so broken. Our capacity to stay and remain when others flee, this is how we will midwife the 
world that God is laboring so hard to bring to life. None of this is easy, and even if all comes tumbling 
down, stone upon stone, new creation will not be denied, and as we stay, we will find the life that 
can’t ever be lost. Amen. 
 
The Rev. Cynthia K. R. Banks  
St. Luke’s Episcopal Church, Boone, NC 
November 13, 2022 
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